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President's Report:

The Elephant on the
Workroom Floor
-BJ Hansen-

W

e have some offices in our
Branch where people, for the
most part, are able to clock
in and do their jobs with dignity. We
also have way too many offices where
this is not the case. We continue to have
too many supervisors and managers
rewarded for their poor, sometimes
violent, often abusive, treatment of
carriers. The extent to which this is
continuing to happen is alarming to say
the least. It has to stop.
The atmosphere on a lot of workroom
floors has become an every day
environment chock full of verbal
abuse from management toward some
carriers. Somehow we are faced with
a cadre of supervisors and managers
who believe that anger, insults, threats,
shouting, and general bullying are
best practice management techniques.
Frustrating as it is, a work environment
like this doesn’t change overnight.

At the national level it has been
recognized as a nationwide problem,
and the NALC and USPS have agreed
to add new provisions addressing an
intervention process into the tentative
agreement. Meanwhile, we must do
everything we can to turn things around
here. Anyone wanting to learn more
about how to help your Shop Stewards
have the evidence they need to be able
to file an effective grievance on dignity
and respect issues can find “The NALC
Shop Steward’s Guide to Preserving the
Right of Letter Carriers to be Treated

With Dignity and Respect” at www.nalc.
org.
In Seattle we are taking a very active
role in the Article 14 Safety Committee
to promote a safe workplace where we
are treated with dignity, fairness, and
respect. Of course there are problems
right off. Not surprisingly, management
often views core workplace safety and
health issues differently than the union.
The perpetual disconnect between
what’s supposed to be happening at the
stations and what’s actually happening
will likely always be a problem. The
important thing here is the NALC
having a seat at the table, having the
Postmaster and his MCSOs wanting
to work with us to make (hopefully)
a safer workplace which includes the
atmosphere, having our say in agenda
topics and follow through, and having
a voice in making positive changes for
carriers to the extent we can. Article 14
of the National Agreement describes
in detail the purpose, rights, and
responsibilities of this committee. If
you have things you want the Article
14 safety committee to consider
please let us know. The four NALC
members on the committee are Derrick
Mitchell (Seattle Carrier Annex),
Edward Johnson Jr. (Columbia), Carol
Ford (Bitterlake), and Susan Steele
(Wedgwood).

(Continued on Page 5)

Camp Seymour
Rockin' V.I.P. Day
-Jack Hayes-

T

he MDA summer camp at Camp
Seymour, in Gig Harbor, is
always bursting with activity.
This year over 80 children from Western
Washington affected with Muscular
Dystrophy eagerly signed up for this well
deserved experience. The children leave
their families and cares behind for one
week and create a lifetime of treasured
memories.
Each camper is paired up with a friendly,
helpful volunteer counselor who spends
the week assisting, encouraging, sharing
each day together, listening, laughing and
just being a buddy. They develop a very
special bond between them.
Children learn they are not alone with
their disabilities. They make new
friends who have the same common life
challenges. The campers are exposed
to a variety of new activities. Just like
most other children, for the first time
they may go fishing, ride a horse or a
powerful, rumbling Harley motorcycle,
experience the sensation of floating in a
swimming pool, play a modified sport like
wheelchair soccer or basketball, bashfully
dance with a special partner, participate
in arts and crafts projects or sing karaoke.
These experiences are inspiring and life
changing. It gives the children confidence
and ignites their imaginations. This is all
possible thanks to the Muscular Dystrophy
Association and the money we donate
to this Great Cause. The funds raised for
world-wide research bring us closer to a

(Continued on Page 8)
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Branch Meeting Summarized Minutes
July 12th, 2017
-Assistant Secretary-Treasurer Kevin Gottlieb-

President BJ Hansen called the July
Branch meeting to order at 7:00 PM.
Chaplain Don Bennett gave an
inspirational message.
A roll call of officers found Garrett Scott
absent.
Communications: Mark Myers read
several thank you letters to the branch.
Applications for Membership: Kevin
Gottlieb read the names of 33 new
applications for membership. MSC
Visitors: BJ welcomed National Business
Agent Paul Price.
• Paul spoke to the members
about the tentative contract, gave
a legislative update and took
questions.
No Unfinished Business
No New Business
No Officers’ Recommendation
President BJ Hansen:
• Discussed the value of the
Branch Office building.
• Tracy Holzworth from Kirkland
will be the new Branch 79
Webmaster.
• There are new alternate chief
stewards for Bellevue and
Kirkland.
• WSLC Convention next week.
• Gold Card luncheon in June,
Branch 79 recognized the first
female Gold Card recipient from
the branch.
• Branch 79 members participated
in the Pride Parade and 4th of July
parades in Bothell and Burien.
Band played at Ballard Locks on
4th of July.
• Thanked all Formal A Stewards.
• Will be setting up LMOU after
work meetings.
Books are closing

Vice President Chriss Daniels:
• Thanked Mats for helping with
the logging in of grievances.
• Grievances logged in to date:
1,540.
• Thanked everyone for their help
at the last branch meeting.
• Picnic is August 20, 2017.
BJ welcomed Auxiliary President Rick
Baird and Branch 130 President Maleah
Smitham.
Business from the Floor:
• LMOUs in Renton and upcoming
local negotiations.
• Letter Carrier Political Fund.
• Gossip in the Postal Service.
By-Laws Committee Mats Julin:
• 1st reading of a proposed bylaws change concerning officer
compensation.
• Will be in the next SeventyNiner.
• Discussion and vote at next
branch meeting.
Picnic/Softball Committee Ron Jilk:
• Gave information concerning
the upcoming picnic and softball
tournament.
Band:
• Played at 100th anniversary of the
Ballard Locks.
• Upcoming schedule was given.
Condolence Committee Ron Jilk:
• Read the names of those who
recently departed
KCLC/WSLC:
• Mark Myers spoke about the
convention next week and the
branch is sending 6 delegates.
• Spoke about upcoming and
recent labor events.
• Don Bennett talked about the
Burien parade, door knocking
for Teresa Mosqueda, gave
information about Pramila
Jayapal, door belling in Auburn

(Continued on Page 11)
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Dates to Remember

Shop

Branch Meeting

Stewards
Auburn...........................Sam Dekhtyer
Auburn..............................Son Nguyen
Bainbridge Island...............Erika Wales
Ballard..........................Tyson Burchak
Ballard.....................Michelle Holthaus
Ballard...............................Matt Rollins
Bellevue Annex............Jasbinder Aujla
Bellevue Annex...............Sonny Diwan
Bellevue Crossroads......James Maddux
Bellevue Crossroads......Tisha Peterson
Bellevue Main.................Cory Carlson
Bellevue Main................Victor Correa
Bitterlake............................Carol Ford
Bitterlake................................Ron Jilk
Bothell......................Susan Mulholland
Bothell...............................Terry Nixon
Burien.......................George Kelsey III
Columbia................Edward Johnson Jr.
Des Moines..........................John Flynn
Enumclaw...................Steve McMullen
Georgetown...........................JV Cortez
Interbay..............David Kidder-Fincher
Interbay...........................Jose Martinez
Issaquah...............................................
Kirkland.........................Alfredo Dwan
Kirkland.....................Tracy Holzwarth
Lake City......................Andrew Forray
Mercer Island..............Rebecca Griffith
Midtown/Seattle..............Jamar Brown
Mill Creek................Angie Shoemaker
Mill Creek.....................Brian Wiggins
North City...........................Bay Young
North City..........................Billy Young
Part-Time Regulars.......Jamie Eastland
Redmond ..................Melissa Sandvick
Redmond...........................Ken Stevens
Renton/Hlds.Deborah Znak-St.Germain
Renton/Hlds.........................................
Renton/Main...................Tracie Bennett
Riverton...........................Dave Heiszler
Riverton.......................Curtis Matthews
Seattle Carrier Annex..........Corey Coin
Seattle Carrier Annex....Teresa Danning
Seattle Carrier Annex. Enrique Monlina
Skyway.................................Lee Brown
Term Station...................Gerlyn Elaydo
Twin Lakes...................Tawnie Brenner
Twin Lakes....................Kevin Gottlieb
University..........................Will Collins
Wallingford...................Scott Anderson
Wallingford...................Nick Simmons
Wedgwood........................Susan Steele
West Seattle.....................Kim Shasteen
Westwood....................Elizabeth Miller
Westwood.............................................

Swedish Club
1920 Dexter Ave N
August 9th / 7 pm

Next Month's Meeting
September 13th/ 7 pm
and at each meeting's conclusion:
Drawing for $50 Gift card

Director of Retirees
John Sweeney
206-283-3079
Director of
Insurance
Michael C. Keels
206-380-5971

Retired Club

Summer Break
Hope to See You All
After the Break!
IHOP
10002 Aurora Ave N
Sept. 19th @ 11:00 AM

Steward Council
Branch 79 Office
210 Queen Anne Ave N
August 23rd / 7 pm

Gold Card Members
Arthur Ackerman
Darrell Anderson
Larry Austin
Gene Betz
Billy Bigelow
Robert Bigelow
G.R. Blair
Lawrence J. Branze
Frank Burdulis
Richard Byland
George Condon
William Coyner
Eugene Dell
John Dunlap
George Eggler
Ronald Eng
Ronald Engen
Robert Erb
James Farmer, Jr.
Willard Fox
Earl Frank, Jr.
Conrad Gettman
Jack Gummer
Elmer Gunnerson
Francis P. Hennessey

Ron Henry
Danny Hess
Kenneth Hicks
Charles H. Houston
Earlie L. Hudson
Arthur Jenkins
John Janousek
Kenneth Johnston
Jerry Jonason
Richard Klein
Noel Lambert
Frank LaRiviere
Robert Leahy
Donald Lowe
Roy Luquette
Peter Madsen
Michael Mangan
John Martin
Richard McFadden
Robert Michels
Robert McBerry
Lafayette Moore
Wayne Morgan
Ed Morris Jr.

Kenneth Nelson
Gary Nolta
Mike Offield
Larry Olsen
Junji Ono
Eugene Orcutt
John Otis
Charles Owens
Dan Padilla
David Parmelee
David Payne
William Petersen
Robert Peterson
Bernhart Ritscher
James Robinson
David Rodger
Don Sanders
Gerald Samson
Donald Shannon
Wayne Sonnenfeld
Griffith Stockwell
Robert Studley
Gerald Swanson
Jimmy Terada
James Wood
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Branch 79’s picnic
&
Softball tournament!!
Sunday August 20 th 2017

Petrovitsky Park
16400 se petrovitsky road
Renton
98058
-grill open 11am-1pm
noon-1pm
-letter carrier band music
-Face painting 11:30-2:30pm
-games for kids and adults from 1pm-3pm
-dessert contest prize drawing at 1pm

Door

prizes!

19 th annual co-ed softball tournament
starts at 9:00am!!
Mail team rosters by July 23th to: Ron Jilk, Softball Chair
210 Queen Anne Ave N. Suite 201 Seattle, WA 98109
15 member maximum/3 women minimum per team. Open to
NALC & Craft Union Members. Family members 15 and over,
welcome with proof of insurance for minors.
Heather Sadar Picnic Chair (425) 417-1091 sadar72@comcast.net
Ron Jilk Softball Chair (425) 244-1113
ronjilk8585@gmail.com
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Branch Picnic
-Heather Sadar, Picnic Chair-

Hello, Fellow Carriers,
I would like to invite you to the upcoming Branch 79’s
Annual Picnic and Co-ed Softball Tournament! The
picnic will be held Sunday August 20th at Petrovitsky
Park in Renton (see flyer in this issue of the 79er).
The softball tourney starts at 9am and the food gets
cooking by 11. Come enjoy the sounds of our Letter
Carrier Band along with face painting, a dessert
contest and door prizes, too. Also planned are games
for kids and adults alike, such as water balloon toss,
tug-o-war and hoppy horse races, to name a few. This
is a very fun event with great opportunities to share
laughter, food and fun with your co-workers outside
the work environment and to meet new friends, too.
Hope you can make this year’s picnic and please bring
a dish to share (if you like), a dessert for our contest,
and let’s hope for some nice weather, too.

J

Sincerely,
Heather Sadar
Your Picnic Chair

Driving Directions to Petrovitsky Park
From 405 South:
Take exit 4 merge onto WA-169 S/Maple Valley HWY
toward Maple Valley/Enumclaw
Follow WA-169 S for 2.5 miles
Turn right onto 140th Way SE - 2 miles (stoplight)
Turn left onto SE Petrovitsky Rd. (Stoplight)
Park on left at Stoplight/Parkside Way SE

From 405 North:
Take exit 4 toward 169 S /Renton/Enumclaw
Merge onto Sunset Blvd. N
Turn left onto WA-169 S (2nd stoplight)
Turn right onto 140th Way SE - 2 miles (stoplight)
Turn left onto SE Petrovitsky Rd. (Stoplight)
Park on left at Stoplight/Parkside Way SE
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(Elephant on the Workroom Floor from front)
The number one safety goal is ensuring every carrier’s ability
to clock out every day as healthy as when they clocked in.
Although we will always have some accidents no doubt,
we can greatly reduce the number of accidents we’ve been
having. When it comes to vehicle accidents, we have to deal
in a practical way with our aging and problematic fleet of
vehicles. Every vehicle that gets wrecked beyond repair is
one fewer vehicle in the fleet. They aren’t currently being
replaced at the rate they’re dying or getting crunched.
According to NALC Director of City Delivery, Chris Jackson,
prototype delivery vehicles begin deployment this year and
are being tested for six months. Once a decision is made on
the type of vehicle to purchase production will begin. We’ll
probably start seeing these new vehicles in use sometime
in 2019. Meanwhile the Postal Service is buying 25,000
commercial vehicles to supposedly fill the gap. By the way,
at the May NALC Committee of Presidents’ meeting Chris
Jackson also mentioned that management plans to provide
new MDD batteries to address the problem of batteries dying
on the street. The timeframe for this is yet unknown.

Local Memorandum of Understanding Negotiation Period
Pending ratification of the new National Agreement, the
LMOU negotiating period will be October 16, 2017 through
November 14, 2017. LMOUs will need to be opened in all
ten installations represented by Branch 79 to negotiate the
new CCA annual leave provisions. We will be having after
work meetings in each installation to get input from as many
members as possible prior to the opening of negotiations.
We’ll send out flyers as soon as we have set dates, times, and
locations for the meetings.
Withholding

Due to management’s push to reduce clerk positions, Paul
Price, NALC Region 2’s National Business Agent, has been
notified of 19 withholding events as of July 18, 2017. Two
were already filled and cancelled, and most are small events
not expected to impact the carrier craft. Stewards need to be
vigilant to ensure management is filling residual vacancies
timely, and file grievances accordingly if not.

If you haven’t already done so, please remember to download
the NALC member app onto your phones. Be one of the
first to get important messages about our jobs from NALC
headquarters, and have a wealth of information at your
fingertips at all times.
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Riverton Review

H

-David Heiszler-

ello to all who are toiling away as
we enter the dog days of summer
trying to keep this organization
afloat. As a Union representative, I
repeatedly get asked why this company
tolerates abusive behavior by some in the
management ranks. The answer is simple
but sad. That is the characteristic that the
company wants, expects and rewards.
Now I know management will say, “Dave,
that’s not true, the company wants quality
managers who are only holding the
carriers accountable for not doing their
jobs.” That is the crux of our problem.
Management for the most part has the
opinion that all problems are the carriers’
fault and therefore must be dealt with as
such. Every day, carriers hear a laundry
list of problems management is facing and
the simple answer is “the damn carriers.”
The station is using too much overtime;
carriers must not be working hard
enough. Scans are being missed; carriers
are not doing their jobs. Grievances are
skyrocketing; carriers are not willing to
help. Customers are complaining; carriers
are to blame. Accidents are constantly
rising; carriers are too careless. Sick leave
usage is too high; carriers don’t want to
work. The list goes on and on.
Let’s look at these examples from a
different perspective. Overtime is too
high; why are we constantly understaffed?
Scans are being missed; why does this
company still insist on utilizing street
scans that are completely useless?
Grievances are skyrocketing; why does
management insist on willfully breaking
the contractual rules that their National
representatives have agreed to? Customers
are complaining; why do we insist on
giving them later and later service while
expecting them to tolerate longer and
longer lines. Accidents are constantly
rising; why do we keep practicing the
same failed safety tactics but hope for
better outcomes? Sick leave usage is too
high; why do they expect employees to
work sick and injured?
Regarding abusive managers, look
at the steps management takes to
eliminate the behavior by those in their

ranks who cross the line and bully,
threaten and intimidate….Hahaha…
you thought I was actually going to list
how upper management holds those
folks accountable! I know every single
carrier reading this has witnessed or been
the recipient of egregious behavior by
management at some point in their career.
If you haven’t, then once you finish carrier
academy I have no doubt you will be
able to relate to this article in a very short
amount of time. I bring this up simply
to ask, what happened to the supervisor/
manager who thrust this unacceptable
behavior on their employees? The short
answer is NOTHING! Maybe they
received a stern talking to, maybe they
were moved to another station, maybe
through the grievance process they
were even forced to undertake some
additional training, but at the end of
the day, what changed? Again the short
answer is nothing. Were they demoted,
had a reduction in pay, threatened with
outright removal? I’m sad to say the
answer is virtually never. Again we are
left to the conclusion that this is the type
of behavior the company is looking for.
To back this assumption up, you simply
have to look at who is typically promoted.
Is it the rare professional individual who
the workers actually respect and will
rally behind? Not from what I’ve seen
in my career. The ones I see consistently
promoted are generally the ones who have
a tremendous amount of grievances and
EEOs filed against them. Any company
worth its salt should proactively remove
any supervisor/manager who has been
proven to have crossed the line of dignity
and respect. Instead, this company
condones, rewards, and promotes for
this behavior. In Seattle we have had a
manager screaming within inches of a
carrier’s face captured on surveillance
footage, another had the police called by a
customer due to totally abusive behavior
directed towards the carrier, another even
had to be separated by other employees to
prevent a physical altercation. Speaking
of getting physical, I even recall on
more than one occasion in my career a
manager having an inappropriate sexual
relationship with their subordinate. What

August 2017
do all these occurrences have in common?
All the perpetrators got promoted! Oh,
well, as I always tell people when they ask
me, “what’s it like to work for the Post
Office,” I respond it’s a great job but a
horrible place to work!
One bit of advice I would like to pass
on to some of our newer folks is always
remember not to take the burden of
managing on but rather leave it to those
in the management ranks. The reason I
say this is that I have seen far too many
times when a carrier attempts to do the
common sense thing , (you know like you
would do at a normal job) and then have
it bite them in the ass. For example, when
it comes to “managing the mail,” most of
us have a good grasp on what it will take
on any given day to move the mail in a
timely manner. In a normal job, we would
be expected to provide this information to
management as we are the best equipped
to access the workload. Not so in the P.O.
In this organization those with the clip
boards demand to be ones telling rather
than listening. I say let them go ahead and
tell me everything as often as they want,
and then follow those orders to the train
wreck. As an example, management has
recently received a shiny new toy called
PET (Pathetic Estimation Tool). Using this
new program is supposed to solve world
peace and feed the world’s hungry….you
get the idea. At first glance it sounds all
positive as my supervisor explained it to
me. He said this program simply looks at
what you, not someone else, but what you
have actually done in the past and based
on the actual amount of mail you have on
any given day puts out an expected leave
and return time. Sounds great, doesn’t it?
Where my supervisor got a glazed over
look came when on the day in question
my route in PET showed I had under time.
Now on this particular route, I’ve been
the T-6 for about 5 years and my current
regular has been on the route for about 2
years. I asked what time did it have me
leaving the office and the boss said 8:12.
I asked which day in the past 5 years
have I ever been out at 8:12, the answer
was uhhhhhh…Next PET said I should
be back from the street in 6 hours, again
I asked what day in the past 5 years had
I ever been done on the street in 6 hours

(Continued on Page 7)
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(Riverton Review from Page 6)
and the answer was uhhhh….I decided to
run with it and asked let’s take a look at
my regulars times. In her 2 years on the
route, maybe that is what they are basing
my times on. Again the days she had that
reflected the PET times were uhhhh….
Remember garbage in, garbage out.
Lastly, the first day our station went
hard core PET, most carriers were up
in arms. My co-steward and I took it
in stride and had completely different
reactions to our supervisor’s attempts to
impose the PET doctrine on us. The way
I handled it was when my supervisor
came around and said, “You will be out
at 8:03.” I responded, “OK, do you want
me out of the office at 8:03 or do you
want me to take all the mail today?” He
then said, “8:03,” so I politely asked for
clarification, again what he wanted me
to do. I’m perfectly willing to leave all
the mail behind if that’s management’s
wish, but I would insist on a curtailment
slip. After the 3rd polite exchange, he
said, “Make sure you take all the mail,”
to which I responded I would and that
I would try my best for 8:03, but that I
didn’t think that would be likely. Now
my co-steward took a different approach.
When the boss said, “You will be out at
8:03,” he simply cased and pulled down
what he had at that time in order to be
out the door at 8:03. He was successful

Riverton's Brother Johnny Babauta's last punch.
in leaving at 8:03 as he was instructed to.
Within an hour, our manager called him
on his cell phone and politely asked him
if he could come back to the station and
finish casing the remainder of the mail
and then go back to the street to deliver
it. That brings me back to my prior point
about letting management manage. As
long as it’s not illegal, immoral or unsafe,
then simply do as management instructs.

Don’t worry about getting disciplined for
doing things the inefficient way, the boneheaded way, the downright ridiculous way.
Just keep doing it their way and you can
laugh all the way to the bank.
In Solidarity,
Dave

Some Riverton Carriers on Johnny Babauta's last day.
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(Camp Seymour from Front)
cure each year as everyone waits for the
next big scientific breakthrough.
After a nearly two-hour slog from
Shoreline through grueling rush hour
traffic, my wife Barbara and I arrived at
Camp Seymour about 10:45 am on June
29th. It was a bright sunny morning.
Several members of Branch 130 from
Tacoma and Auxiliary Branch 202 were
busy setting up tables, hanging banners
and spreading coverings on the long
tables.
Boxes and plastic tubs containing games
and give away items were distributed.
Branch 130’s Brian Lindgren and the
Auxiliary’s Cathy Dye always take
care of all the purchases and details, so
we are able to be organized and set-up
easily. Helping out was Branch 79’s State
Association President, Brian Wiggins,
and State Auxiliary President, Rick Baird.
Conspicuously absent this year were two
of the matriarchs of Auxiliary Branch
202, “fireball” Doris Yusko and “smiling”
Terry Norris. Both gals are mending from
unexpected temporary physical setbacks.
Hopefully, they will be back in action
soon.
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At camp, where there’s smoke there’s
usually the Key Peninsula Fire
Department firefighters cooking up the
hamburgers and hot dogs for the lunch
barbecue. The drifting spirals of aromatic
smoke from the grills signals us that
it’s time to line up and grab some grub.
Besides the main meat items there were
salads, fruit, assorted chips, bottled water
and even frozen fruit bars. The campers
gathered together for lunch with their
friends at large tables outside on the grass
under shady trees. Most of the adults
ate at picnic tables in front of the main
building.
The deep blue Seahawk’s “tailgate party
bus” with a full length menacing logo
on top, rolled into the campground and

parked nearby.
Inside in a glass
display case was
the Vince Lombardi
Super Bowl
Championship
trophy the Seahawks
won in 2014.
There were signed
footballs and other
memorabilia to see
as well. Upstairs on
the opened deck we
got a hawks-eyeview of what was
happening. It was
quite impressive.
The children were
sent on a scavenger
hunt in the morning
to keep them busy
while we worked
to complete our
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entire project. Cathy Dye brought along
her handsome young grandson, Chiron
Susee, to lend a helping hand wherever
we needed him. Brian Lindgren invited
his friend Kristian Valenzuela to spend the
day with us. He did a great job running
the popular “Rocksta”’ dress-up table. My
wife Barbara passed out the “goody bags”
containing sweet treats to each camper
who wanted one. Branch 130’s band of
brothers Rick Baird, Roger Shadlow,
James Watkins, Ric Wolf and sister Julie
Flann were as busy as a colony of New
Orleans beavers after Hurricane Katrina.
They not only set up the games, but also
arranged the “give away” tables, filling
them with bracelets, rubber balls, National
soccer team headbands, sunglasses,
colorful socks and so much more. Our
volunteers were busy all afternoon
making sure every child who
participated left with a prize,
feeling like a winner and wearing
a smile.
I was impressed with how many
children asked to dress up like
“rock stars” and have me take
their pictures posing with either
a guitar or wooden drumsticks a
la Sir Ringo Starr. I noticed a real
personality change once a child
donned a pair of dark sunglasses, a
hat or slipped on a flashy “Michael
Jackson styled sequined glove.” I’m
sure a fertile “aspiring rock star seed”
was planted in the hearts of many of the
campers that afternoon.
Dizzy “D” the balloon lady created
colorful, towering balloon hats, bright
latex flowers and imaginative creatures
and animals for anyone who asked.
Several businesses added to the festivities
by offering challenging games along with
free popcorn, snow cones, candy, peanuts
and more. Safeway stores, Albertson’s,
Applebee’s, Lowe’s Home Improvement,
and 7-11 Stores, along with DECA, an
organization that teaches high school
students about leadership to prepare
them for the business world, all made it
meaningful for the children. One vendor
there displayed a revolutionary product.
They are called “Billy Shoes.” They were
invented by a young quadriplegic man

(Continued on Page 9)
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(Camp Seymour from Page 8)
who is paralyzed from the neck down.
He created a line of stylish footwear that
unzips around the front. You simply place
your foot into the open shoe and flip over
the top and zip it up. It’s a great idea and
so practical.
Soon the building was filled with the
sounds of happy voices and delightful
laughter. Amid the quiet whir of electric
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wheelchairs, I could hear children
debating which game to play or what
prize to select. It was great to see so many
smiling faces. Before we knew it, they
were quickly gone, not unlike a swarm of
locusts suddenly leaving a mid-western
farm field. But, we knew we had raised
their spirits and made their day just a
little better. They were happily off on new
adventures as their voices faded into the
distance.
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It’s hard to put into words how fulfilling
it is to be a part of this annual event. I
always feel better when I leave than when
I arrive. There are little moments that
touch my heart in many ways. It definitely
helps me put into perspective what
burdens I carry and I soon realize mine
are not heavy at all. I appreciate all my
brothers and sisters who give of their time
throughout the year to help others. Really,
isn’t that what life is all about, anyway?

Photos courtesy of
Jack Hayes
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Photos of some recent Carrier Academy graduates
Photos courtesy of Kevin Gottlieb

Class 28

Class 30

Class 31
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Comic Courtesy of Jack Hayes

(Summarized Minutes from Page 2)
•
•

for Larry Brown.
Mark talked about his vacation to
Washington, D.C.
Don spoke about the
endorsements for Seattle Mayor.

Paul Price spoke about the 6 next COLAs
and that Mike Touchet is no longer
employed by the Postal Service.
Legislative Committee Rick Horner:
• August 1, 2017 is the primary
and ballots are on their way.
MDA Brian Wiggins:
• Informed the members of
tonight’s MDA drawing prizes.

•
•

MDA Ambassador Harada has a
Go Fund Me page to help get her
van repaired.
Talked about the MDA Summer
Camp that he and Jack Hayes
attended. Thanked Branch 79 for
the donation to the camp.

Deadline for the Seventy-Niner is Sunday.
Trustees’ Report:
• Brian reported that the Trustees
met and found the books in good
order. MSC.
• The membership was also
informed of the donations
approved by the Officers.

Secretary-Treasurer Mark Myers:
• Reported on the Branch finances.
MSC.
• Question about the scholarship
donation increases
BJ gave the upcoming dates to remember
MDA door prizes won by Brooks Bennett,
Don Bennett and BJ..
Door Prize won by Michael C. Keels.
Meeting adjourned at 8:35PM.
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Branch 79 Participates in Seattle Pridefest - June 25th, 2017
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Photos Courtesy of
BJ Hansen
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86 the Numbers

E

-Don Nokes-

very morning it’s the same
shop worn stuff - the same ol’
same ol’ sour donkeys braying
and spraying spittle like bug spray
- fumigating the workroom floor of
any remnants of free thought. Poor
performers are drawn up by the short
hairs, hiked up on tiptoe, and frog
marched around the room - a proper
display of demoralizing terror tactics.
“Let this man be a warning to you
all - meet the numbers or meet your
fate.” What’s on tap today? More
bullying, more braying, more praying
for change – is this infectious? Is this
bullying a bio-hazard that should be
banned? Our frontline supervisors
seem to be infected bigly. Perhaps
they have a quota? “I better bite
someone’s head off today - or I’ll get
drummed out the corp.” I’m sure not
all these supervisors are “bad dudes,”
but they are the leading indicator as to
why there’s a CCA attrition problem.
The source, of course, is the bogus
“numbers” that management uses to
justify their bullying behavior. The
numbers are demoralizing in every
aspect of the word. It places customer
service as a secondary priority, it’s
used as a justifiable excuse to abuse
and threaten workers, it encourages
management personnel to falsify
records, and literally lie, cheat and
steal – as they attempt to hike their
way up the hierarchy. If we could
find supervisors with a modicum
of common sense and the ability to
manage the mail without reverting to
algorithms, there’s a good chance we
could retain most of the CCAs.
The Post Office should use the
numbers as they were intended – as
an aid for supervisory personnel in

readying routes for delivery. They
were initially meant as a means to
estimate leave and return times.
That was the premise behind the
carrier commitment program. The
Delivery Operations Information
System (DOIS) is a management
tool for estimating a carrier’s daily
workload. ~ Class Action Settlement
M-01664. The operative words being
“for estimating.” The original idea
was to give the delivery management
personnel a ballpark figure – not
a hard and fast set of rules. At its
inception it was called the “Carrier
Commitment” program – not the
“Computer Commitment” program.
If the USPS wants to keep any of
their new hires they need to 86 the
numbers. In order to keep some of the
CCAs in the fold, management has
to stop jerking them around by the
algorithm. All those secret formulas
are like alchemy to these new hires.
Does it serve the purpose of teaching
them the Letter Carrier craft to baffle
them with bullsh**? The numbers are
no help when it comes to acclimating
them to the process of mail delivery.
It’s more akin to anarchy, if anything.
It would make more sense for the
supervisors to be handing out leave
and return times wearing a hoodie
and a Guy Fox mask. Naturally, the
Google-brain algorithms will spit out
any outcome the supervisor insists
on. The poor CCAs are trapped in
a mathematical matrix, where their
noses are being constantly rubbed in
facts, stats and numbers they can’t
possibly comprehend – and for which
they are held accountable. They get
threatened with termination, tortured
with texts, and accused of poor
performance based on the numbers.
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“Just look at your numbers. You
should be ashamed.” Should you?
“Figures don’t lie, but liars figure.”
~ Mark Twain. It has to be comically
nonsensical to watch some frogfaced managerial toady hop up into
a CCA’s face and insist that, “These
are your numbers.” My numbers?
To quote Twain again ~ “There are
three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies
and statistics.” And that’s all these
algorithms are – one damned lying stat
after another. These comedic Guy Fox
toady-guys try to legitimize their batch
of baloney by placing the CCA’s name
on their stat sheet. “See?! There’s your
name.” Now, that may be true. They
may, in fact, get your name spelled
correctly on their bogus DOIS report,
but that’s probably the only thing on
there that will be right. The rest of
it is just wrong – just plain wrong.
Having to swallow these bogus stat
reports is like having a bad mixologist
behind the bar. It’s like having Jim
Jones concoct a Pink Swizzle-Dizzle
for our newbies. Who knows what’s
in it? “Drink this. It’ll put hair on your
chest.” And sadly, the CCAs have no
choice but to swill it down. The stats
only serve to baffle the new hires who
are sinking under the weight of their
workload. It leaves them grasping at
straws as they try to stay afloat. With
the present day combo of the numbers
and berating frontline flunkies, there’s
little hope of retaining CCAs at any
sustainable rate. Using the numbers
to hammer away at the new hires only
legitimizes abusive and subversive
managerial practices. There’s nothing
like a good boxing of the ears to drive
a point home, one might surmise –
but sadly it also drives the new hires
right out the door. It’s an either-or
proposition – either the numbers go –
or the CCAs go. You can’t keep both!
86 the numbers!
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Membership Report
As Reported at the July 2017 Branch Meeting

Secretary-Treasurer Mark Myers

				
New Members				
33
Left Service				
17
Transfer Out				
0
Cancelled				
1
Retired					
7
Deaths					
1
Active				
1996
Associate				
32
Total Retired			
543*
*Includes Gold Card Members 80

Total Membership

Shared Services
(National Human Resources)
1-877-477-3273
http://liteblue.usps.gov
You’ll need your Employee ID#
and your USPS PIN.

2571

Congressional Contacts
House of Representatives

WA-1 Suzan Del Bene (425) 485-0085
WA-2 Rick Larsen (425) 252-3188
WA-3 Jaime Herrera-Beutler (360) 695-6292
WA-4 Dan Newhouse (509) 452-3243
WA-5 Cathy McMorris Rodgers (509) 353-2374
WA-6 Derek Kilmer (253) 272-3515
WA-7 Pramila Jayapal (206) 674-0040
WA-8 Dave Reichert (425) 677-7414
WA-9 Adam Smith (425) 793-5180
WA-10 Denny Heck (253) 208-6172

Senate

Patty Murray (206) 553-5545
Maria Cantwell (206) 220-6400
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MEMORIAL
Asela Bermudez
Wife of Brother Dan Bermudez
Lari Bert
Mother of Sister Christi Bert
Justin McLean
Nephew of Brother Bob McLean

Brookfield
Uniforms

Designers and Producers
of Highest Quality
Union Made Uniforms
Get $465 for your $420 allowance.
Seattle Odd Zips

Ken Eline

Retired Br. 79
1526 NE 165th St
Shoreline WA 98155
206-365-2659 Cell: 206-271-3053
Seattle Even Zips

Larry Anderson
Retired Br. 79
P.O. Box 69444
Seattle WA 98168
206-653-7815
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Proposed by-laws change. Second reading,
discussion, and vote at
August 9th branch meeting.
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Welcome New Members

Congratulations
Recent Retirees

D. Rogalski
G. Lazarin
Lloyd Wright
Thang Quach
Donna Tapia
Sophia Ball
Laulautasi Samifua
Tatyana Thomas-Hartwell
Christine Waterbury
Navjit Cheema
Yonas Nigussie
Alejundro Nueza
Robin Taylor
Billy Ray Domingo
Howard Benner
Arshdeep Rattanpal
Tan Nguyen

Paul Berg
Wayne Hawkins
Jody Hess
Jean Jackson
Thomas Noonan
David Poage
Aurelio Reyes

Ki Lee
Stephen Atkinson
Ambrose Purabbanan
Kevin Tran
Anna Hoover
Lechelle Lucas
Habtamu Atsime
Robert Buntin
Vo Khad
Kasie Charles
Rachel Johns
Onkar Sohi
Shayla Session
Yusuf Ozturk
Edward Bustos
Tyronna Brinson

www.thestand.org

Where is a carrier to go

for news about working people?
Every Day the Stand is delivering AWARD WINNING news.
Every Day the Stand is updated about working people's issues.
Forget MSNBC, FOXnews, CNN and the rest.
Take a STAND for the news that is for us by us,

every day!
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(To Convert or Not? from Back)
probation when you were converted to
career. The NALC was able to negotiate
a national memorandum (M-01877)
where they agreed that:

City carrier assistants
converted to full-time career
status during the term of
this agreement will not
serve a probationary period
when hired for a career
appointment provided the
employee successfully served
a cumulative 360 days as a city
carrier assistant directly before
conversion to full-time career
status.

So, your union was able to reduce it
to one 360-day term, but, even so, if
you get converted to career before you
completed 360 days as a CCA, you have
to go through probation again. Yup,
through the gates of hell once again!

That may not make a difference to you.
If that is the case, accepting the offer
makes sense for you. On the other hand,
if you feel like you already have a target
on your chest, maybe already been
issued a piece of discipline or two, it
may make sense for you to decline the
conversion to career offer and wait till
you complete at least 360 days as a CCA.
Easiest way to know if you completed
your 360 days is whether or not you
had to do a five-day break in service.
If you haven’t had to do your five-day
break, you haven’t gotten to the 360day benchmark.

All this assumes that you’re getting
the offer to become a career employee
before you got to your five-day break.
If you already got to that point, you’re
good to go. No second probation, but
you can still decline for whatever
reason. Everyone’s circumstances are
different; just know that you have that
option there if needed.
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(Local Negotiations from Back)
are 22 locally negotiable items listed in Article 30. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18
19.
20.
21.
22.

Additional or longer wash-up periods. - Article 8.9
The establishment of a regular workweek of five days with either
fixed or rotating days off. - Article 41.1.A.3
Guidelines for the curtailment or termination of postal operations
to conform to orders of local authorities or as local conditions
warrant because of emergency conditions. - Article 3.F
Formulation of local leave program. - Article 10
The duration of the choice vacation period(s). - Article 10.3.C
The determination of the beginning day of an employee’s vacation
period. - Article 10.3.E
Whether employees, at their option, may request two selections
during the choice vacation period, in units of either 5 or 10 days. Article 10.3.D
Whether jury duty and attendance at National or State
Conventions shall be charged to the choice vacation period. Article 10.3.F
Determination of the maximum number of employees who shall
receive leave each week during the choice vacation period.
The issuance of official notices to each employee of the vacation
schedule approved for such employee.
Determination of the date and means of notifying employees of
the beginning of the new leave year. - Article 10.4.A
The procedures for submission of applications for annual leave
during other than the choice vacation period. - Article 10.3.D.4
The method of selecting employees to work on a holiday. Article 11.6
Whether “Overtime Desired” lists in Article 8 shall be by section
and/or tour. - Article 8.5.B
The number of light duty assignments within each craft or
occupational group to be reserved for temporary or permanent
light duty assignment. - Article 13.3.A & 13.3.C
The method to be used in reserving light duty assignments so that
no regularly assigned member of the regular work force will be
adversely affected. - Article 13.3.A & 13.3.C
The identification of assignments that are to be considered light
duty within each craft represented in the office. - Article 13.3.A &
13.3.C
The identification of assignments comprising a section, when it is
proposed to reassign within installation employees excess to the
needs of a section. - Article 12.5.C.4
The assignment of employee parking spaces - Article 20
The determination as to whether annual leave to attend Union
activities requested prior to determination of the choice vacation
schedule is to be part of the total choice vacation plan. - Article
24.2.B
Those other items which are subject to local negotiations as
provided in the craft provisions of this Agreement.
Local implementation of this Agreement relating to seniority,
reassignments and posting. - Articles 41 & 12 - Article 1.1.A.3,
1.A.5, 1.B.2, 1.B.3, 1.C.4 & 3.0 & Article 12.5.C.4

Please review your LMOU, these 22 items, and the National Agreement provisions
so you can help us negotiate your LMOU. And most importantly, show up to the
after work meeting when it’s announced so your voice can be heard.
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To Convert or Not?
-Mats Julin-

I

’ve written a couple articles recently
in the hopes of helping carriers
know how to protect themselves
and work within the mountain of Postal
rules and regulations. All the articles fall
under the general theme of stewarding
for the non-steward.
This one is specific to the CCAs out
there. Even if you aren’t a CCA, please
continue reading; you just might end up
helping out one of the new carriers.

I can’t even imagine what it’s like to be a
CCA in this current work environment.
No matter how good you are, it’s never

good enough for management, and you
aren’t paid enough for what you do and
deal with. It’s totally understandable
that the light at the end of the tunnel
is being converted to career status and
you jump at the first offer.

Before you jump at the offer, let me give
you some food for thought. There is a
memorandum at the national level (M01870) that was written in a question
and answer format. Question and
answer number 78:
May a CCA decline an
opportunity for conversion to

Next Up, Local Negotiations
-Trustee Jo Ann Pyle-

A

s I write this article, the ballots
are being returned and soon will
be counted, hopefully ratifying
the proposed contract. The tentative
agreement has set the time period for
local negotiations to begin on October
16th and to conclude on November 14th.
Now is the time to prepare for our
local negotiations. Branch 79 has
ten different Local Memorandums of
Understanding (LMOUs) to negotiate.
The tentative agreement also requires
the parties at the local level to negotiate
regarding inclusion of CCAs into the
vacation planning. (It’s about time.)

Our branch has traditionally held an
after work meeting for each installation
to discuss possible changes in the
LMOU. It was recently announced this
practice will continue. Although most of
the work will be done by branch officers
and other activists, these are not our
LMOUs. They are yours. We need your
input before we can proceed effectively.
I always made it a goal to improve
each LMOU every time we had
local negotiations. Sometimes the
improvements were significant and
other times they were minor but bit-by-

full-time regular?

Yes, rejection of a conversion
offer does not impact the
employee’s relative standing as
a CCA.

You can decline an offer to be converted
and there is no adverse effect; you
keep your relative standing and most
likely you’ll be the number one CCA at
that point and next in line for the next
conversion offer. The question is why in
the world would you want to turn down
the offer? After all, it’s why you suffered
through everything you have.
It used to be that you had to complete
two 360-day terms to avoid another

(Continued on Page 19)

bit, inch-by-inch, all ten have improved
over the years.

The first thing I would like you to do is
to get a copy of your local and read it
cover to cover. You can get one from the
branch office or find it on the branch
website. Has the existing language been
the source of disputes and grievances?
Are LMOU provisions topics at labormanagement meetings? Is the language
in the LMOU consistent with practice in
everyday operations? Is the language
consistent with the national agreement?
Keep in mind that not every workroom
floor issue is locally negotiable. In
addition to the CCA annual leave, there

(Continued on Page 19)

